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A3P7P5 - NICHOLSON GOODMAN
Part of Starting Out series, this book revisits the fundamentals of
the Reti, examining the key moves and plans for both sides. It explains the reasoning behind key moves and ideas. It is suitable
for improvers, club players and tournament players.
As we progress as chess players we quickly learn a set of guidelines which help us to formulate plans, develop typical strategies
and recognize key tactics. However, chess is not an easy game,
with ﬁxed ‘rules’ that can be applied to every single position. In
fact, blindly following such rules proves to be counterproductive
and prevents a player from moving on to the next level, whereas
knowing when to ‘break’ these rules is precisely the skill which separates the best from the rest. In this instructive and entertaining
book, Grandmaster Neil McDonald studies in depth the key components of successful rule-breaking in chess. Drawing upon his

own experience and using examples from modern grandmaster
chess, McDonald examines how to avoid stereotypical thinking,
how to exploit typical thinking patterns, and how to confuse and
beat opponents with surprising ideas. *Improve your chess strategy and creativity *Recognize and exploit typical thinking processes *Check your progress with rule-breaking exercises
A guide to chess strategy uses examples from such players as
Nimzowitsch and Kramnik to illustrate developments in chess
strategy.
Building and maintaining an opening repertoire can be a demanding task -- for a start there are an enormous number of diﬀerent
lines to choose from. There's a strong temptation amongst beginners and improving players to opt solely for tricky lines in order
to snare unsuspecting opponents, but this approach has only
short-term value. As players improve and their opponents be-
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come stronger, very often these crafty lines don't stand up to
close scrutiny, and suddenly they back to square one with no suitable opening weapons. In Starting Out with 1 e4! and Starting
Out with 1 d4! Neil McDonald and John Cox solve this perennial
problem by providing the reader with a strong and trustworthy
repertoire with the white pieces based on the popular opening
moves 1 e4 and 1 d4. The recommended lines given here have
stood the test of time and are regularly employed by Grandmasters. Reading these books will give players the conﬁdence to play
these variations against all strengths of player and provides them
with reliable opening armoury for years to come. These books are
written in Everyman Chess's distinctive Starting Out style, with
plenty of notes, tips, and warnings throughout to help the aspiring player. >Grandmaster-style opening repertoires >Written by
opening experts >Ideal for improving players English Grandmaster Neil McDonald is an experienced and successful player on the
international chess circuit. He is a respected chess coach, who
has trained many of England's strongest junior players. McDonald
is also a talented chess writer and has many outstanding works
to his name. Earlier Everyman Chess books include Concise Chess
Openings and Starting Out: The Dutch Defence. John Cox is a
FIDE Master and a former junior international and British Junior
Champion. Previous works for Everyman Chess include Starting
Out: Alekhine's Defence and Dealing with d4 Deviations. Other
Books in Series Starting Out with 1 d4!
The Dutch Defence is one of Black's most combative responses to
1.d4, and the Stonewall is the boldest version of this opening.
Black immediately seizes space in the centre and clamps down
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on the e4-square, laying the foundations for a complicated strategic battle. Many players believe the Stonewall to be a substandard opening, naively assuming that the e5-outpost and bad
light-squared bishop must give White the advantage. GM Nikola
Sedlak disagrees, and in Playing the Stonewall Dutch he shares
the insights that have helped him to rack up a healthy plus score
from Black's side. In addition to providing a complete repertoire
in the main lines of the Stonewall, this book also oﬀers useful guidance on dealing with Anti-Dutch variations and various moveorder subtleties.
If like most chess players you have a limited amount of time that
you can spend studying, but you still want to push for an advantage with White, then the Trompowsky is a great choice. The
Trompowsky, 1.d4 Nf6 2.Bg5, has not been as deeply investigated as many of the main lines, and it is an attacking opening that
is tricky for Black to face. As well as providing an attacking repertoire for White with the ambitious Trompowsky Attack, the author
also covers 2.Bg5 against the Dutch Defense, as well as the Pseudo-Tromp, 1.d4 d5 2.Bg5.
Ideal for those wanting to understand the basics of the English
Opening. The English is a sophisticated and popular opening system that is suitable for all types of players and can lead to both
positional and tactical middlegames. Many of the world s top players, including Kasparov and Kramnik, include the English in their
openings weaponry. In this groundbreaking book, Grandmaster
Neil McDonald revisits the basic principles behind the English and
its many variations. Throughout this easy-to-read guide the reader is aided by a wealth of notes, tips and warnings from the author, while key strategies, ideas and tactics for both sides are
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clearly illustrated. This book is ideal for the improving player. *
Written by an openings expert * All the important lines are covered * A back-to-basics look at one of the most important openings"
The Leningrad System is one of the sharpest and most interesting
replies to 1 d4, and since this typical set-up is also playable
against the ﬂank openings 1 c4 and 1 If3, it provides the Black
player with a genuine universal weapon. A repertoire for Black
based on 7... Ee8 in the main line of the Leningrad System is presented here, but since the typical motifs and ideas for both sides
are fully explained. White players too will beneﬁt from a study of
the book.
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your calculation of variations. You will be challenged to ﬁnd the
best middlegame strategy. Endgame technique is also covered in
detail. All topics are discussed with numerous examples and puzzles from the games of modern players such as Magnus Carlsen,
Fabiano Caruana and Viswanathan Anand. If you want your chess
to leap forward it’s time to Coach Yourself! * A complete self-improvement programme. * All aspects of the game included. * Utilizes a structured approach, making the most of your study time.
The Berlin Defence has been a highly popular opening in top level
chess ever since Vladimir Kramnik famously used it in the 2000
World Championship match to wrest the title from Garry Kasparov. Club players often hesitate to include ‘the Berlin’ in their
repertoire because they see the typical Berlin Wall endgame as
complex and daunting. International Master Luis Bernal has unraveled the Berlin and made it accessible for amateur players. His
practical guide is fully up to date, explains typical formations and
strategies, and presents new ideas and resources in the old Berlin
Wall structures. But today, the Berlin is much more than just the
Wall. Bernal systematically leads you through the labyrinth of the
various modern Anti-Berlins with their constant ﬂow of new ideas.
He also presents a number of tricky sidelines that could catch
your opponent oﬀ guard. This no-nonsense, state-of-the-art guide
ﬁnally brings this important chess opening within reach of club
players. With clear explanations, concise conclusions and didactic
exercises.
This book on attacking play is designed to aid practical play by focusing on typical attacking themes that crop up consistently in
chess.

The Dutch chess opening is renowned as a ﬁghting weapon
against 1.d4, as 1...f5 immediately sets up an unbalanced struggle. Then Black's kingside ﬁanchetto, which deﬁnes the Leningrad
Dutch, allows pawn-storming play in similar style to the King's Indian Defense. Mihail Marin is the ideal author to explain both the
strategic ideas and the latest theory. Leningrad Dutch covers
lines where White also ﬁanchettoes the king's bishop - these lines
are the critical test of the Leningrad. The companion volume,
Dutch Sidelines, completes Black's Dutch repertoire.
Many players are serious about their chess but become stuck at a
certain playing strength. It’s rarely a lack of talent or practice or
opening knowledge that holds them back. Usually they get left behind because they don’t know how to make best use of the time
they have available to study chess. This book addresses this
problem and is your self-improvement plan. It shows you how to
work on your own games to root out mistakes. It will sharpen
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This book is a further addition to Everyman's best-selling Starting
Out series, which has been acclaimed for its original approach to
tackling chess openings. Neil McDonald goes back to the basics of
the Queen's Gambit Declined, introducing the key moves and
ideas, and taking care to explain the reasoning behind them ?
something that is often neglected or taken for granted in other
texts.
Dutch Defense players often have the smug satisfaction of knowing their opening better than their opponents. But if you play the
Dangerﬁeld Attack, the joke will be on Black! Like the American
comic icon Rodney Dangerﬁeld, those who use an early Bf4
against the Dutch "get no respect." Dutch Defense manuals frequently dismiss it, but then they ignore White's best continuation,
often assuming the ﬁrst player will follow up with a meek London
System setup. Rudel presents an entirely new way to play Bf4
against the Dutch. This attack is a plug-and-play solution for
those opening 1.d4. All standard Dutch Defense formations are
covered, including Q-side ﬁanchetto defenses and the deferred
Leningrad. NOTE: This book is essentially the anti-Dutch segment
from Rudel's much larger book, Fight the King's Indian, Grunfeld,
and Dutch Defenses with Zuka. This smaller book has been released concurrently speciﬁcally (and solely!) for those who are
satisﬁed with their lines against ...g6 and only want a new response to the Dutch.
This book examines what might be described as the “pure” Réti
Opening. White starts with 1 Nf3 and intends to meet 1...d5 with
the “Réti” response 2 c4. One of the major advantages of playing
these systems is that they rely far more on general strategic understanding than rote memorisation. However, this does not
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mean that Black is not set diﬃcult problems to solve. In the modern era these lines have mainly been championed by Vladimir
Kramnik and Lev Aronian. Both these players have frequently set
very diﬃcult problems for their elite opponents with these complex systems. This series provides an ideal platform to study
chess openings. By continually challenging the reader to answer
probing questions throughout the book, the Move by Move format
greatly encourages the learning and practising of vital skills just
as much as the traditional assimilation of opening knowledge.
Carefully selected questions and answers are designed to keep
you actively involved and allow you to monitor your progress as
you learn. This is an excellent way to study any chess opening
and at the same time improve your general chess skills and
knowledge. * Essential guidance and training in the Réti Opening
* Analyses all key variations * Utilizes an ideal Q+A approach to
chess study
Grandmaster Neil McDonald tells you everything you need to
know in order to play the Dutch successfully. He provides the
reader with a comprehensive repertoire against 1 d4.
A First Book of Morphy aims to illustrate the teachings of three
great chessplayers with games played by the ﬁrst American
chess champion, Paul Morphy. The book presents more than 60 of
Morphy's brilliant and instructive games in demonstration of basic
chess principles written by grandmasters Reuben Fine and Cecil
Purdy.
This book analyses a dynamic opening system for Black.
An experienced chess trainers guide to a dynamic opening system.
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The Modernized Dutch Defense leads to unbalanced structures
and dynamic play. White must be well prepared to understand
this most aggressive defense which we might even call an 'attack'. Adrien Demuth delivered a ﬁghting repertoire for Black
starting from move one!
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est level it has been a major weapon for World Champions Bobby
Fischer and Garry Kasparov. In this easy-to-read guide, Grandmaster Joe Gallagher goes back to the basics of the King's Indian,
studying the key principles of its many variations. Throughout the
book there are numerous notes, tips, warnings and exercises to
help the improving player, while important strategies, ideas and
tactics for both sides are clearly illustrated. (6 3/4 x 9 3/4, 176
pages, diagrams)
This opening has been seriously neglected by chess literature...
until now. In this landmark book, Yury Lapshun and Nick Conticello take an in-depth look at 1 b4 and its many variations.

In this user-friendly book, International Master Byron Jacobs revisits the basic principles behind the French Defence and all of its
variations. Throughout the reader is helped along by a wealth of
notes, tips, warnings and exercises.
Alekhine's Defence is a sharp and controversial opening in which
Black attacks from the very ﬁrst move, provoking White into lunging forward in the center. White is often able to construct an impressively large central pawn formation, but Black's hope is that
this becomes over-stretched and disintegrates in the face of a vicious counterattack. Unsurprisingly, Alekhine's Defence has always been a favorite amongst uncompromising players such as
Fischer and Alekhine himself, while more recently it's been utilized by the likes of Ivanchuk and Short. In this easy-to-read
guide, openings expert John Cox goes back to basics, studying
the essential principles of Alekhine's Defence and its numerous
variations. Throughout the book there are an abundance of notes,
tips and warnings to guide the improving player, while key strategies, ideas and tactics for both sides are clearly illustrated. *Userfriendly lay out to help readers absorb ideas *Concentrates on
the key principles of Alekhine's Defence *Ideal for the improving
player
The King's Indian is one of the most exciting defenses in chess
and is favored by ambitious and aggressive players. At the high-

Chess is the art that expresses the science of logic. Mikhail Botvinnik Grandmaster Neil McDonald explains every single move made
by White and Black in 30 striking tactical or strategical games
played over the last quarter century. These games have been
carefully chosen for their consistent logical thread, thereby providing the reader with prime instruction in the art of conceiving appropriate plans and attacks and carrying them out to their natural
conclusion. Watching games unfold in this way will be both an education and inspiration to readers who can then try to play in the
same purposeful way in their own games – with a corresponding
increase in their playing strength.
One of the most challenging tasks in a chess game is to ﬁnd the
correct strategy. It is far easy to attack too randomly, to miss a vital opportunity, or even choose the wrong plan altogether. These
are all mistakes frequently seen by even quite strong players.
Your Chess Battle Plan focuses on how Magnus Carlsen and other
great masters decide on the best strategy in a position and then
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ﬁnd the right ways to implement it. Clear advice shows you how
to hone in on the most relevant features of a position in order to
decide what your general plan needs to be. Factors that are addressed include when to exchange pieces, when to make longrange manoeuvres, when to oﬀer sacriﬁces and how to identify
and focus on key squares. Your Chess Battle Plan will get you
thinking along the right strategic lines and using your pieces and
pawns in a much more eﬃcient and skilful manner. * A complete
self-improvement programme. * Advice to evaluate the current
level of planning in your own games. * Utilizes a structured approach, making the most of your study time.
This is an updated and largely expanded edition of the highly acclaimed Starting Out: The Sicilian. John Emms goes back to basics, studying the fundamental principles of the Sicilian and its
many variations.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The only deﬁnitive book
authored by Wim Hof on his powerful method for realizing our
physical and spiritual potential. “This method is very simple, very
accessible, and endorsed by science. Anybody can do it, and
there is no dogma, only acceptance. Only freedom.” —Wim Hof
Wim Hof has a message for each of us: “You can literally do the
impossible. You can overcome disease, improve your mental
health and physical performance, and even control your physiology so you can thrive in any stressful situation.” With The Wim Hof
Method, this trailblazer of human potential shares a method that
anyone can use—young or old, sick or healthy—to supercharge
their capacity for strength, vitality, and happiness. Wim has become known as “The Iceman” for his astounding physical feats,
such as spending hours in freezing water and running barefoot
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marathons over deserts and ice ﬁelds. Yet his most remarkable
achievement is not any record-breaking performance—it is the
creation of a method that thousands of people have used to transform their lives. In his gripping and passionate style, Wim shares
his method and his story, including: • Breath—Wim’s unique practices to change your body chemistry, infuse yourself with energy,
and focus your mind • Cold—Safe, controlled, shock-free practices for using cold exposure to enhance your cardiovascular system and awaken your body’s untapped strength • Mindset—Build
your willpower, inner clarity, sensory awareness, and innate joyfulness in the miracle of living • Science—How users of this
method have redeﬁned what is medically possible in study after
study • Health—True stories and testimonials from people using
the method to overcome disease and chronic illness • Performance—Increase your endurance, improve recovery time, up
your mental game, and more • Wim’s Story—Follow Wim’s inspiring personal journey of discovery, tragedy, and triumph • Spiritual Awakening—How breath, cold, and mindset can reveal the
beauty of your soul Wim Hof is a man on a mission: to transform
the way we live by reminding us of our true power and purpose.
“This is how we will change the world, one soul at a time,” Wim
says. “We alter the collective consciousness by awakening to our
own boundless potential. We are limited only by the depth of our
imagination and the strength of our conviction.” If you’re ready to
explore and exceed the limits of your own potential, The Wim Hof
Method is waiting for you.
Grandmaster Viktor Moskalenko shakes up the lines of yet
another chess opening! For those who have the Dutch Defense in
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their repertoire or play against it, this brings an explosive mixture
of danger and opportunity. Danger if you stick to your old ways,
opportunity if you are ready to take up Moskalenko’s new
weapons or his refutations of old ones. Moskalenko covers the Anti-Dutch, Leningrad, Stonewall and Classical variations. He guides
you through this ground-breaking opening book with the enthusiasm, the ease and the humor that characterize his style. For ‘The
Diamond Dutch’ goes what chess star Vassily Ivanchuk said
about Moskalenko’s previous work ‘The Perfect Pirc-Modern’:
“This book will undoubtedly help you to master not just the Pirc
and Modern Defences, but also to systematize and perfect your
understanding of the key points of other openings.”
The Classical Dutch is an ambitious and underrated defence to
queen¿s pawn openings. With his ﬁrst few moves Black creates
an asymmetrical pawn structure which unbalances the position
from a very early stage, allowing both white and black players to
ﬁght for the initiative. Now, for the ﬁrst time in recent history, International Master Jan Pinski delves into the secrets of the Classical Dutch, studying both the positional motives and tactical nuances for both sides. He deals with the theoretical main lines as
well as the crafty side variations, updating the reader on all the
new important wrinkles. *Written by an openings expert *Up-to-date coverage of a dynamic opening *Full explanations on all the
crucial tactical and positional themes
This series provides an ideal platform to study chess openings. By
continually challenging the reader to answer probing questions
throughout the book, the Move by Move format greatly encourages the learning and practising of vital skills just as much as the
traditional assimilation of opening knowledge. Carefully selected
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questions and answers are designed to keep you actively involved and allow you to monitor your progress as you learn. This
is an excellent way to study any chess opening and at the same
time improve your general chess skills and knowledge. Bird's
Opening, 1 f4, is an ideal choice for freethinking chess players
who prefer to rely on their general chess knowledge and intuition
rather than having to memorize and keep up to date with mainline opening theory. Bird's Opening is essentially the Dutch Defence with an extra move, and White can choose between a number of diﬀerent set-ups, including the reversed Leningrad, Classical and Stonewall variations, depending on mood and opponents'
responses. In this book, International Master Cyrus Lakdawala examines all the important variations of Bird's Opening, including
the sharp From's Gambit. Using illustrative games, he explains
the main positional and tactical ideas for both sides, provides answers to all the key questions and tells you everything you need
to know about successfully playing 1 f4. Essential guidance and
training with 1 f4Provides a repertoire options for WhiteUtilizes an
ideal approach to chess study
Mihail Marin completes his opening repertoire for White with 1.c4,
the English Opening, by covering 1.c4 c5. The theory is state-ofthe-art with many novelties suggested, but most useful of all are
Marin's lucid explanations of how to play the resulting positions.
Features: A repertoire for White with 1.c4 c5; Written by an
award-winning author; A repertoire to last a lifetime.
Every chessplayer, from beginner to world champion, loves to win
a game with a brilliant attacking display. However many, if not
most, attacks that end in victory do so due to inaccurate defence.
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This may be due to simple tactical miscalculation or perhaps a
more fundamental misunderstanding of the important principles
of defence. Furthermore, many attacks that are launched are simply unsound but succeed because many players feel uncomfortable when forced to defend, get ﬂustered and make mistakes. In
this book, highly experienced chess author and coach, Neil McDonald addresses these issues. Defensive skill is crucial in chess.
Good, accurate defence can win a game just as well as a ﬁne attacking display can, so expertise in this department is essential
for any player wishing to improve their game. With thorough explanations, questions, and exercises, this book provides fascinating material to enable you to hone your defensive skill and not
feel intimidated when your opponent hurls pieces at your king.
In his seventh book for Thinkers Publishing, Milos Pavlovic examines the Stonewall set-up in detail. Drawing upon his years of
playing experiences and opening study, Milos highlights the key
aspects and covers the most recent developments in this most
solid line of the Dutch Defense. This book will provide you a great
new arsenal of weapons when playing with the black pieces.
A chess book on the openings, aimed at a club audience.
Grandmaster Simon Williams has played the Classical Dutch for
over twenty years. It remains his favourite opening and has featured in some of his greatest individual results, including a win
over World Championship ﬁnalist Boris Gelfand. In this book, Willi-
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ams examines the Classical Dutch in great depth. He also presents a complete repertoire for Black with the Dutch Defence,
which is based on his own repertoire he has used successfully at
grandmaster level for many years. As well as presenting the latest theory and revealing his new ideas in the key lines, Williams
highlights the main tactical and strategic ideas for both sides and
covers important issues such as move orders. Each chapter includes a series of tests at the end, so that readers are able to assess how well they have understood the main concepts. This
books tells you everything you need to know about successfully
playing the Classical Dutch. A Dutch repertoire against 1 d4, 1 c4
and 1 Nf3Written by a world-renowned Classical Dutch expert
Packed with new ideas and critical analysis
The Nimzo-Indian is one of the soundest and most popular defences against 1 d4, oﬀering Black the chance to unbalance the
game early on and play for a win without undue risk. Advocates
include virtually all of the world's top players, including Garry Kasparov, Vladimir Kramnik, Vishy Anand and Anatoly Karpov. In this
revolutionary book, Grandmaster Chris Ward revisits the basic
principles behind the Nimzo-Indian and its many variations.
Throughout this easy-to-read guide the reader is helped along by
a wealth of notes, tips and warnings from the author, while key
strategies, ideas and tactics for both sides are clearly illustrated.
This book is ideal for the improving player.
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